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ABSTRACT
Investigation reveals that major v^eapcxi, propulsion, and sensor si±>sy<?tems
,
selected for use ahoeird Naval vessels, are designed many yeeurs prior to
the development of a ship. The tendency, by Ship Aoquisitic»i Managers, to
select off-the-shelf equipment is the result of various political pressures
and a requirement to minimize the technical risk of the total ship system.
Subsystem Designers develop their product without regard for the subsystem's
iirpact on possible future ship designs. The physical diaracteristics (i.e.
weight, required manning, electrical pcwer, and space required) of a
subsystem are not controlled and the gro^^rth of these parameters is a major
factor in the escalating cost of Naval ships.
To assist both the Ship and the Subsystem Acquisition Managers/Designers in
controlling costs. Marginal Cost Factors cire proposed. Previous woric has
demOTistrated the validity of the concept of Msurgineil Factors to predict the
ship-growth costs due to the iitpact of subsystems on conventional displacement
ships. This thesis builds upon this work by using twD ship synthesis
conputer models to generate Marginal Vfeight Factors for two hic^ performance
ship types of receht interest to the U. S. Navy - Hydrofoils and Surface
Effect Ships.
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INTROrXJCTIOJ TO TOE SHiP/StBSYSIETI DESTHN PROCESS
fSNERAL
Ttiere is perhaps no more onrplex or e^qsensive military systen than a
navail ship. Consisting of as many as one hxjndred major subsystems and
tens of thousands of individual oorponents, the modem naval ship requires
years of detcdled planning and several years of actual construction
,
Currently, the process of creating a new ship, from the early conoeptual
designs to the delivery of the first vessel, averages seven years. This
extended length of time between initial design and product delivery places
a significant cfcstacle in the way of the ship design team to produce a
modem naval ship.
U. S. Naval corbatants have, since Wbrld War II, been increasing in
both size and oorplexity. Reference 2 discusses this increase in size
and oonplexity and attributes the trend to a demand for increased performance
by the ship operators. Figure 1.1 (taken from Reference 1) illustrates
tPie trend of increeusing ship size over the past 40 years. The caily
excepticais are the Perry Cleiss Frigate (FPG-7) and the proposed DG M3GIS
design both of vAiich are the result of the design philosoj^y of "Design-
to-Oost". Reference 2 describes Yvyrf this design philoscphy resulted in
smaller ships than their predecessors.
As discussed above, the increased performance required of ships is
a major cause of the larger and hence more costly vessels. Ttds performance
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and sonar subsystems. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 (these Figures vrere taken from
Reference 1) illustrate the changes that have occured to tvro of a destroyer
type ship's subsystems. Note the sharp increase in the sonar's vjeight,
internal volume, and electrical power requirements. It is these increased
requirements, typicail of many new subsysters, that have greatly affected
the ship's size. If the ships' costs are to be controlled, then everyone
concerned with the ship acquisition process must be aware of the groiving
inpact of subsystems. Ttiat is, not only must the ship designers and the
ship c^jerators be cognizant of the effect of subsystems but eilso the
subsystem designers must be aware of the impact of their product.
CDR Clark Graham, USN and others have written (References 1 and 3)
at length of the need for cooperation between all members of the ship
design oomtTunity and in Reference 1 Graham stresses the need for awareness
by the subsystem designers to understand the impact of thfeir product on
the toteil ship system.
THE SHIP AOQUISinON M?\N?^GER
Ttie design of a modem naval ship has many tasks but two of the most
iitportant are the selection of the major subsystems and their intergration
into a total ship system. The head of the ship design team is the Ship
Acquisition Manager and is responsible for the selection, through a series
of tradeoff studies, of the subsystems necessary to accomplish the needed
performance Cc^>abilities of the ship.
Itie criteria the acquisition manager uses to select subsystems for










































































































































to late 60 's. Secretary of Defense MciNamara erphasized the oonoept of
tot2Ll life-cycle costing. Itiis concept stresses not only the acquisition
cost of the total system but also gives equal ijiportance to all operating
costs over the lifetime of the ship. The present situatice is one of
tight budgetary constraints on the ship acquisition funds and has led to
the concept kncwn eis "Design-to-<3ost" v*uLch stresses the importance of a
low acquisition cost. Within the "Design-to-Oost" environment, the ship
acquisition manager selects subsystems that not caily have the lowest
acquisition cost but should edso select the equipments that have a minirnim
inpact on the ship's total acquisition cost.
•Bie foregoing discussion would seem to iitply that once the acquisition
manager knew the cost of subsysters with simileir performance capabilities,
the selection decision vould be relatively sinple. Wifortunately, a
subsystem's acquisition cost is only one of the many factors that influence
the ship acquisition manager's decision. Reference 4 discusses how subsystems
impact a ship design and that the true cost of a subsystem must include
both the acquisition cost of the subsystem and its impact on the cost of
the ship.
In addition to cost, the ship acquisition manager is constradned by
the design philosophy as promulgated by the Qiief of Naval Operations (CNO)
for the ship being developed. Since the middle 60' s, in order to minimize
the technical risks inherent in a cantiplex ship system, the utilization
of off-the-shelf components for major si±>systens has been specified. The
reason for this policy is that there are large risks associated vdth the
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the intergration of the sepaurate subsysters into a single entity without
having to depend on the csoncurrent developinent of high risk oorponents.
An exanple is the design philosophy for the FFG-7 prcnulgated in July 1971
by the CNO. Arong his directions to the ship acquisition manager cire:
(1) Favor low acquisition cost over life-cycle costs.
(2) "Wie total ship system is to be optimized rather than
optimizing individual subsystems.
(3) Ensure that performance increeuses are significant in
proportion to added investment.
(4) There will be a minimum of future growth meirgins.
Figure 1.4 presents the development schedule for eight of the major
subsystems of the FFG-7 and the design and construction schedule of the
ship itself. Note that the majority of the equipments selected were
designed prior to the ship in concert with the CNO's design philosophy.
The subsystems listed in Figure 1.4 may be divided into three categories.
Developed Prior Derivative of Earlier Etesign Concurrent
to Ship Design Developed Concurrently Develc^ament
IM 2500 Gas Turbine AN/SQS 56 Sonar Fin Stabilizers
MK 32 Torpedo Tubes AN/SPS 49 Air Search Radar Computer
AN/SPS 55 Padar HARPOON Missile Software
MK 75 OTO Malara Gun LAMPS MK III
The FPG-7 acquisition team had no influence on those subsystems
developed prior to the ship design and very little influence on the coirponents



















develc^sed in a "Design-to-Oost" environment, the acquisition inanager vas
unable to control the designs and hence the cost of the majority of the
subsystems.
There are tvro inplications to the policy of using off-the-shelf
equipments. First, since the subsystems were designed yecurs earlier, the
ship design team has no choice but to adapt the ship design to accomcxiate
the si±)systems. A second implication is that, cissuning a 25 year operational
lifetime for the ship, the ship will be using subsystems ip to 50 years
old. Ttiese two implications certainly detract frcm the Navy's desire to
prodix^e an optimum ship.
Another influence on the selection of subsystems for a particular
ship is the politiccd environment in which the ship acquisition team
operates. For exanple, a strong consideration in selecting the Italian
designed MK 75 OTPO Malcura Gun was the desire to include NATO equipment
on the ship thus enhancing the chances for foreign sales of the FPG-7.
Political pressures cdso exist to select foreign equipment as a "payback"
for foreign purchase of U. S. equipment.
A final problem, related to subsystem integraticm, faced by the ship
acquisition manager is the need to reserve space and weight for equipment
that is not yet available. Ttie ship design team must encorporate these
reservations into the ship design based on the best information available.
Incusmuch as most subsystems are not developed for a specific vessel, the
ship acquisition manager cannot constredn the subsystem designers to the
space and weight reservations incorporated in his particular ship design.
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•Hie result is that ships may be delivered with excess spac3e and weight
reservations (e.g. FF-1052 for the f^ 48 torpedo system) or with
insxifficient reservations (e.g. DD 963 inability to hangeir 2 MK III LAMPS
heloot^)ters)
.
Figure 1.5 presents the development schedule of the Navy's newest
destroyer (DD 963) and eight of her major subsystems. The design philosqphy
of the M) 963, developed in the Mc^Jamara era of minimum life-cycle costing,
specified a departure from previous ship designs that tried to produce
major s\±)systems and the ship concurrently. Itiat is, maximun utilization
of off-the-shelf equipment was required. Another objective, in line with
the reduction in life-cycle costs, was the erphasis on reduced demands
upon manpcMsr resources. The selection of the MK 45 light weight 5" 54
gun resulted from this reduced maipower requirement; vMle the selection
of the AN/SPS 4OB air search radar over the AN/SPS 49 radar reflects the
philosophy of using off-the-shelf subsystems vice high risk concurrent
development.
Ttie subsystems listed in Figure 1.5 can be divided into the same
three categories as was done for the FFG-7.
Develc^jed Prior Derivative of Farlier Design Concurrent
to Ship Design Developed Ooncurrently Development
AN/SPS 55 Radar IM 2500 Gas Turbine LAMPS MK III
AN/SQS 53 Sonar
MK 32 Torpedo Tubes
MK 45 5" 54 Gun
AN/SPS 40 Radar
ASRDC Launcher









vjere designed prior to the shin - a direct result of the ship's design
philosophy. Only one hardware siabsysten, the LAT-irs fiK III helooopter, can
be classified as having been developed concurrently.
The developrent schedules, dqpicted in Figures 1.4 and 1.5, indicate
that for a subsystem to have any chance for utilization, the equipment must
have proceeded the ship in development. Figure: 1.6 illustrates the
relationship betvoeen a single si±)systGm and severed ot the host ships for
that equipment. Note, in Figure 1.6, that the characteristics of the
prc^nilsion plant for each of these four ships were fixed yeeurs prior to
the ship's design. Therefore, any liasion between the ship acquisition
managers and the subsystem's designers would have been cikin to closing the
ham door after the horse had escaped.
The conclusion is that the ship acquisition team must be able to judge
the true inpact of Vcurious subsystems on their ship in order to conduct
accruate tradeoff anadyses. However, due to the design philosophy and
various political considerations mentioned previously, the ship acquisition
manager cannot influence the actual design of the subsystems.
THE SUBSYSTEM AOQUISITION MAN?VGER
If, as has been previously established, the ships do not affect the
design of subsystems, what then influences the subsystem's designers?
Conversations with Vcirious members of the subsystem design and
acquisition oatmunity indicates that there are a nuirfcer of factors that
determine the characteristics of the subsystems produced. A general














































sxibsystens eire developed to take advantage of new technologies - an
exanple being the IM 2500 developed to utilize gas turbines for prcpulsion.
On the other hand, electronic sensors and weapon subsystems are produced
to counter specific threats - exaitples being the newer high perfomiance
sonars and cruise missile systems.
Itie physicad chcuracteristics for subsystems may be determined by
"in-house studies", the CNO, or more oontTonly are develcpedy by contractors
in response to performance requirements specified by subsystem acquisition
managers. The light weight MK 45 5" 54 gun was developed by the Naval
Ordinance Systems Oonnand due to a perceived need by these weapon subsystem
designers that to r^laoe the older single 5" 38 gun a lighter version of
the MK 42 5" 54 gun would be required. Thus although the ^^ 45 gun was
selected for the DD 963 because of the gun's low manning characteristic, the
reason the subsystem was initially developed was to produce a light weight
gun. In contrast, the PHM hydrofoil and the FPG-7 did select the MK 45
gun because of the reduced weight.
The Qiief of Naval Operations is also often responsible for controlling
the physiced characteristics of a subsystem. Exanples of this situation
cu:e the lAMPS helooopter and the cruise missiles currently under development.
The most common situation is that contractors develop subsystems to
match performance specifications and few if any limitations cu?e placed on
the subsystem's physical characteristics by the Navy, An exanple is the
SQK 56 sonar for the FPG-7. The specifications called for a sonar with the
characteristics of the Canadian 505 sonar and the Raytheon oonpany preceded
to militaurize a previously developed corftercial sonar.
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A final Veiriation on the origin of subf^ysters is that of direct
sx:pervision by the ship acquisition manager (e.g. the fin stabilizers on the
FPG-7) or by the lead contractor that is building a ship (e.g. the anti-
submarine rocket (ASRDC) loader/magazine on the ED 963) . Tte physical
characteristics of the fin stabilizers were directed by the ship acquisition
manager to match the space and weight reservations previously designed into
the FPG-7. Litton, major contractor for the CO 963, specified the physiccd
characteristics of the ASPOC loader/magazine vMle ensuring that the
electrical pcwer requirements were within specified limits and that the
space and weight limits v«Duld not be exceeded.
The purpose of the foregoing discussion has been to illustrate the
variety of situations under which initial development of subsystems may
occur. A significant point is that there are many ways a subsystem may
originate and that the degree of control the Navy has exercised over the
physical characteristics of the equipment does vary.
There seems to be only one general constradnt placed on the subsystem
acquisition manager that controls the physical characteristics of their
products. This constraint is that subsystem designers are enjoined from
optimizing an equipment for a single ship or even a single ship type due
to the Navy's desire for standardization throughout the fleet. By limiting
the variety of equipments, the training requirements and si:pply si;pport
inventories aure thereby reduced.
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Tlie current situation in the U, S. Naval ship design cxa^munity may be
sunmarized as follows:
(1) Ship's are growing larger and hence more costly due to the
increcising iitpact of major subsystems.
(2) Ship acquisition managers, while aware of a subsystem's true
impact, has little if any control over the physical
characteristics of the equipment.
(3) Equipments are produced by the Subsystem Acquisition Team
without regard for their inpact on the host ships. Ihis
problem is due to the lack of a naval architectured background
on the part of the subsystem designers and aoqiiisition
managers that vould give them an appreciation for the true
iirpact of a subsystem's physiccd characteristics on a ship's
size.
(4) Subsystem designers cannot optimize their product for a
single ship type due to the Navy's desires for widespread
applicability of the equipment.
(5) llTe variety of control placed on the design of subsystems
increases the difficulty the Navy has in controlling the
equipment's physicsd characteristics. This lack of control




Graham (see Reference l) has made tvro reocimendations that would help
to edleviate the situation described eibove. First, a board of review
should be created to advise the subsystem design/aoguisition oomnunity
I
as to the true inpact of adl proposed subsystems; and secondly, design tools
1 should be made available to all members of the ship/subsystem design
i ojniiunily to aissist in optimizing the entire ship system.
1
Having described the current ship/subsystem design problems, this
1 thesis will now proceed to develop design tools for severed of the Navy's
newest ship types - the Hydrofoil and the Surface Effect Ship. Chapter 2
will discuss the conc^t of Meirginal Factors and their use in the ship/
! subsytem design process. Chapters 3 and 4 develop Marginal Weight Factors
for Hydrofoils and Surface Effect .Ships respectively. Chapter 5 compares
the factors for these two ship types with factors previously developed for
I c»nventioneil displacement ships. Finally, Chapter 6 surmarizes the results
and presents reccmmendations for further work.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCEPT OF MA?y;iNAL FACDDRg
Ttie true cx)st of a subsystem has both performance and ntxietary
cxrponents each of vrhich must be considered v^ien attempting to evaluate
the merits of one subsysten over another. Since the difference in
performsince between subsystems may be slight, often the overriding
factor in the selection process becomes the equipment's monetary cost.
It is only when this true cost of a si±>system is krcMn, can the ship
acquisition manager make the correct decision as to which equipment is
to be selected. FurthentDre, the true cost can cilso guide the subsystem
designer v^ien deciding on the equipment's physical characterisrtu.cs.
The total monetary cost of a subsystem is ccrtposed of severed inportant
sections among which are the life-cycle costs and the ship-grc^rth costs.
Life-cycle costs include the equipment's cost of acquisition, repair and
maintenance costs, personnel costs, and other operating costs over the
lifetime of the equipment. A subsystem's acquisition cost is an expense over
vMch the ship acquisition manager has little control (except to select the
cheapest system) since he normally selects off-the-shelf equipment. On the
other hand, the subsystem designer can control much of the acquisition cost.
Specifications requiring miniaturization of the equipment, excessive
reliability, low weight, and lo^ manning can all increse the si±)system's
acquisition cost. In contrast, high reliability and lov'7 manning will




Ship-grcR^rth aosts are cxDsts that result from the necessity of a ship
to resize in order to acxaonodate a subsyster>. For example, the weight of
an equipment causes the ship to grc^r to si:?)port the weight thus increasing the
hydrodynamic drag which causes the prcpulsion plant and hence fuel weights
to increase. These ship-^growth costs can have a substantial inpact on
the ship's life cycle costs and must therefore be taken into account
vrfien oonputing the total cost of a subsystem. Graham, in Tteferenoe 1,
illustrates the grovrrth in size of naval ships and relates the cause to
increased performance requirements demanded of the subsystems. If the
total inpact of the subsystems on the ships had been fully understood,
it is quite likely that different decisions would have been made
regarding the design and/or selection of specific equipments.
In order to support the decisions made by the ship acquisition
managers and the subsystem designers marginal "cost" factors have been
developed. It is the ship-grc^v'th costs that can be estimated through
the use of these factors. Marginal "cost" factors refer to the incremental
change in "cost" due to one additional unit of a parameter at some
specified level. The quote mcurks are intended to indicate that cost
may not be strictly money but instead may refer to a weight or performance
"cost". An exartple of a marginal "cost" factor for payload weight
would be the change in the ship's full load displacement in response
to a unit change in the military payload's weight. To avoid confusion, the
term "marginal weight factor" will henceforth be used viien the "cost" is
a change in the ship's full load displacement.
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flarginal weight factors (MWF) have several advantages over ironetary
fac±ors in the areas of both their use and their generation. A subsystem
having a totcil vseight iirpact of 20 tons on a ship's size in 1975 will
have the same iitpact in 1980. On the other hand, the monetary cost irpact
vail vary acxxDrding to labor and material oost escalation and inflation
indicies. This characteristic of monetary oost factors to vary with time,
ocrplicates their use and makes ocmparisons difficult. Cost has been
found to be a direct function of weight hence a change in weight can be
interpreted to mean an increase in oost. Furthermore, the ship designer
may be vrorking with a constraint on the ship's weight and money may be
of secondary inportance at his level. If actual monetary costs cire
desired, the conversion from weight to dollars is a relatively sirple
procedure given the availability of a weight sensitive oost estir^ating
model.
It was originally intaided to produce both marginal weight factors
and marginal oost factors that would relate the change in the ship's
full load displacement and the total life-cycle costs. However, it was
found that cost models for high performance ships are not readily
available and much of the information in this area is considered proprietory.
It was therefore decided to generate only the marginal v?eight factors for
hydrofoils and surface effect ships. These two ship types were chosen
for investigation due to the U. S. Navy's recent interest in these ships
and to oonplement marginal weight factors previously developed (see
References 4, 5, and 6) for conventional displacement ships.
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Previous work in the area of marginal weight fac±ors has determned
that the iitpact of a s\±)systen added to or ronoved from a ship may be







James Sedj, a naval architect in the Mvanced Ship Development PrograiT>s
Office of the Naval Sea Systens GCTmand, v^as the first to systeratically
produce mcirginal factors for the above mentioned payload support parameters
and to demonstrate their use in conducting trade-off analyses betvieen
several subsystems. Sedj generated marginal cost factors vrith the aid of
ro07, a ccrputer ship synthesis model for oonventicnal displacement ships
developed by the Naval Ship Engineering Center, and a v.^ght-based cost
estimating model. The resultr^ v^re presented at the 11th annual Syrposium
of the Association of Senior Engineers in a paper entitled "Marginal Cost -
Pi Tool in Designing to Cost".
An M.I.T. masters thesis by Jay Ptowell in 1976 (Reference 5) e:^>anded
i:pon Sedj's vork by generating marginal \veight factors for three baseline
ships of varying displacement. Hc^-Tell used DD07 to study the relationship
bet\>een the size of the factors and a ship's size. Plarginal veight factors
were produced for the four payload support arecis of veight, manning, electrical
pcMer, and space. A sumary of his results may be found in Appendix I.
The generation of margined vreight factors requires the use of ship
synthesis models capable of producing minimum veight designs subject to
perforrreince and naval architectural oonstrciints . Sedj and Hoi^'ell both
used EO07 to oonpute ^1WF's for displacarent ships in' the range of 3500 tons
to 12,000 tons full load displacement. There are two key characteristics
of a ship synthesis model that must be present if the model is to be used
to generate marginal weight factors. First, the model must produce as an
output a minimum displacement design; and second, the user of the model
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must be able to vary, as an input, the paramRters of interest (i.e. payload
VTeight, manning, electrical pov-ier, and space)
.
Given a oorputer ship synthesis nodel mth the characteri.stics described
above, it is a relatively sirtple procedure to oorrpute marginal weight
factors. A baseline ship is first produced vn.th a given payload size,
physical characteristics, and performance requirements. Ttie design of this
baseline ship then beoones a reference from v4iich the marginal factors are
generated. The next step is to input a change to one of the parameters v*iile
keeping the other parameters and the ship's performance constant. The ship's
physiccil characteristics are allcx-red to vary and the computer model produces
a new minimum weight design. This procedure is repeated for several
variations (both positive and negative) of the parameter being investigated
and the differences between the weight of the new designs and the baseline
cire plotted versus the corresponding change in the pcirameter. Ttje slope of
the plot of change in fiiLl load displacement versus the change in sipport
parameter is the marginal weight factor - the change in full load displacement
associated with a unit change in the si:53port parameter. If the ship
synthesis model provides the user with a breakdown of the oonponents of the
full load displacement, marginal weight factors may also be oorputed for
any of these ooinponents. For example, it is often of interest to know
the NWF for fuel since this is becoming such a large e^^sense item in a
ship's total life-cycle cost.
The final product consists of a set of four MWF's (payload weight,
manning, electrical power, and space) for each of the baseline ships being
considered. Wiese factors may then be used to determine the total irtpact
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of a subsyster\ on a ship. An exanple that illustrates the use of marginal
weight factors to predict the growth in the full load displacement of a






Electrical Power = 100 ¥JfL
Space = 500 FT'
Destroyer's Mt^F's
Vfeight = 2.200 tons/ton
Manning = 4.450 tons/man
Flectrical Po^^er = 0.109 tons/Kl"
Space = 0.036 tons/PT^
Dtpact Due To :
Payload Weight: 50 x 2.2 = 110 tons
fanning: 3 x 4.45 = 13.35 tons
Electric power: 100 x .109= 10.9 tons
Space: 500 x .036 = 18.0 tons
Total Inpact = 152.25 tons
Figure 2.1
Inpact of a payload on a ship's full load displacement
Frank Bryant, in a 1976 M.I.T. Engineers thesis (Reference 6)
»
investigated the mechanics of using marginal veight factors, the assuiptions
inherent in them, and limitations on their use. Bryant investigated the
validity of five assumtions concerning marginal weight factors and their
use. The five assunptions are:
(1) The summation of individual parameter irpacts to find the
total equipment inpact is valid.
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(2) The marginal weight factors take into acc30unt both direct
and indirect effects of the equipment addition.
(3) The marginal weight factors are valid and constant over the
range of equipment direct support parameters,
(4) The marginal v^eight factors are valid for the equipment
type or ship feature being evaluated.
(5) The four payload support parameters of v^eight, manning,
electrical pc^fer, and space adequately describe the
equipment's inpact on a ship.
He fourd that these assupptions are generally valid but that scne
minor limitations exist vhen MJ^F's are used to predict the total impact of
an electronic subsysten on conventional displacement ships.
Sedj also noted several limitations to the use of *>f^T"s for the
subsystens under oonsideratioji.
(1) The subsystem must be independent in that the selection
of one does not demand the selection of another si:pporting
subsystem.
(2) At least one of the subsystem's sijpport parameters must be
identifiable (e.g. weight, etc.).
There are three additioncd areas of concern that should be considered
vAien using marginal factors.
(1) ^1arginal weight factors for the various payload sipport pcirameters
may be valid only vn.thin the range investigated. That is, at
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some limiting value of the support parameter the plot of change
in full load displacement versus the change in support parameter
beocxres non-linear to the point where the f^^F is no longer
accurate. Ffcjwell did attempt to find points of non-linearity
for the payload sipport peurameters on conventional displacement
ships and reported his findings in reference 5. The full load
displacement of hydrofoils vas found to vary linearly with the
change in all four sipport parameters for all ranges investigated.
Ito linearity chec]cs vrere made for Surface Effect SMps due to
funding limitations and the MF's shoiild be considered accurate only
over the ranges investigated.
(2) To capture the effect of increasing propulsion plant size it
was necessciry to have tlie baseline ships fitted vdth "rubber"
engines. That is, the weight of the propulsion plant varied with
the required shaft horsepo^'er. If the propulsion plant was not
"rubberized", then quantum jumps in plant weight would have occured
v^enever the baseline propulsion capacity was exceeded. The
result is that at times the corputer will overestimate the total
vjeight inpact and at other times it \-t±11 underestimate the irpact.
(3) A final point to consider when using marginal v/eight factors is
that the value of the MI^F is highly dependent upon the chcuracteristics
of the l:>aseline ship. The user of the '^^'^F's should therefore
carefully judge hc^\^ closely the baseline, used to generate the
factors, matches the vessel under consideration. Depending on
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the degree of accuracy required, a ship acquisition inanager
may have to generate nes'^ ^'^'F's for his specific ship. P
subsysten designer should be cible to conduct evaluations of his
product on varioas ship types and sizes tdthout recalculating
the factors produced by Howell or those generated by this thesis,
flarginal v;eight factors can be of value to the ship acquisition
manager in conducting a trade-off analysis bet^reen subsystens of ooiTparable
performance. By ^plying marginal v/eight factors for the applicable ship
type and size, the true inpact of the candidate subsystems can be accurately
determined.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the subsystem designers have
not heretofor had adequate tools to assist the designers in producing
minimum inpact equipments. If the equipment designer could accurately
judge the true impact of his product on potential candidate ships, the
product vrould be assured of wider usage and aid in producing minimum cost
ships. Not only can a subsystem designer optimize his product for a
specific ship type, but he can aJso produce a minimum inpact product for




MARGINAL WEIGHT FACTORS FOR HYDRCTT^II^
TNTRDDUCnCIN
This chapter describes the generation of marginal weight factors for
hydrofoils. The factors for the payload sii^^port areas of weight, manning,
electrical load, and space were aoTputed with the aid of the IjA^rofoil
Analysis and Design (HANDE) conpiiter ship synthesis model. An exalanation
of this oorputer model, the methodology used, and the actual cadculations
are provided to assist readers in adjudging the accuracy and applicability
of the mcirginal factors that were generated. Because the hydrofoil is a
hi^ performance ship and is weight sensitive, it Wcis anticipated that
the margined weight factors wDuld be larger than those of conventicMied
displaoemMit ships. In genercd, this was found to be true; gtlthough the
marginal weight factor for electric load was Icwer than eixpected,
A hydrofoil operates by lifting its hull clear of the water vMch
significantly reduces the hydrodynamic drag. This drag reduction allCT^TS
the hydrofoil to attain speeds in excess of fifty knots with a moderately
sized propulsion plant. While operating in the foilbome mode, the
hydrofoil is sii^rported by the dynamic lift generated by the foils. When
hullbome, the ship operates as a conventional displacement ship with
the vessel's weight being sii^jported by the buoyant forces only.
"HANDE" SHIP SYNTHESIS MTXJEL
To investigate the iirpact of a payload's si:?port parameters (i.e.
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weight, nanning, Kvr load, auid space) , the use of a cxrputer ship synthesis
model is essential. Because of the model's ease of operation, its
relatively low operating cost, and the ability to fix operational
requiranents and solve for the resulting minimum v;eight ship, the HANDE
program was chosen.
HANDE was developed by the Boeing Corpany under a U. S. Navy contract
and provides a feust, consistent, and an easily-used ship design tool. The
model intergrates existing hydrofoil technology to produce ccaisistent
hydrofoils designed to meet specified mission requirements.
A detcdled description of HANDE is found in Reference 7; however,
a brief suirmary of the explicable portions is presented belcRv.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, HANDE consists of three major sections -
Initialization, Synthesis, and Analysis. Each of these sections may be
used individually depending upon the level of detail or spjecific
s^lication desired.
The Initialization section uses pcurametric methods to provide
initial ship size or performance estimates depending on the mode selected.
Initicdization also generates a detedled estimate of the volime and space
required based ipon the chauracteristics of the ship being investigated.
'The space required is based on the Highly Sensitive Ship Synthesis Model
for Surface Cortiatants developed by NAVSEC. These relationships have
been modified to introduce mission duration sensitivity and to be
appropriate for hydrofoils up to 3000 tons. Ajfter investigations














































Figuce 3.1 - HMJEE M«\LYSIS FODUIES
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peurametric studies with reasonably accurate results, it was decided to
generate Tn2u:gin2LL weight factors for hydrofoils using this relatively
low-oost section of HMTOE.
llTe Synthesis section of HTMDE consists of ten modules each of vMch
may be used either individually to investigate a single area of a design
or sequentially, to design a oonplete hydrofoil. TVjd iterative locps
are provided to ensure an internally consistent design. The Synthesis
section, vAiile considerably more e^qiensive to run than the Initializaticai
module, does provide a much greater level of detail to the designer.
The final section of HANDE is the Analysis section and may be used
to provide information relevant to the ship designs generated by the two
previous sections . For exartple, the designer can use the Analysis section
to check static and dynamic stability characteristics or to predict
performance in a variety of sea states.
As discussed above, the Initialization module provides a detailed
breakdown of required volume as a function of the ship's size and
performance requirements. This information is furnished to the designer
so that he may manually converge the volume required v/ith the volume
aveiilable to produce a "tight" design. There is no automatic ocxivergence
of volume in the HANDE program.
^^jpendix II contains a description of the Initialization sectiwi and
an investigation to ascertain the accuracy of this section. The
investigation indicated that Initialization is accurate for designs
of less than 1500 tons. Above this point, however, the Initialization
sectic»i increcisingly underestimates the ship's size and the Synthesis
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section must be used.
Because of funding limitations and the demonstrated suitability of
the Initialization module over a wide range of hydrofoil sizes, it was
decided to use the Initialization section of HANDE to generate marginal
weight factors for hydrofoils. The data generated by Initicdization for
the 2600 ton hydrofoil will be reported in addition to results oorputed
by the Synthesis section.
BASELINE HYDROFOILS
To avoid masking trends within the data, the selection of consistent
baselines is a vital first st^ in the generation of margined v^ight
factors. TTie baselines had to cover a wide range of displacements with
each design being a logiccd and "typical" hydrofoil for that size ship.
That is, a 300 ton hydrofoil could not be given the same performance
requirements as a 3000 ton vessel v+iile at the same time items such as
propulsion plant type had to remain constant across cdl baselines. The
resulting beiselines meet these requirements and their cdiaracteristics
differ only as a logicad function of a changing displacement.
At the time this thesis was being researched, the Hydrofoil office
at the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DntJSPDC)
was prepeoring a paper for presentation in April of 1978 at the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics annucd meeting. Ttie title of
the paper is "Balancing Mission Requirements and Hydrofoil Design
Characteristics" and used the HANDE ship synthesis model to modify the
operational requirements of hydrofoils of varying displacemoits . The
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baselines used for their paper were selected for use in this thesis. In
addition to the fact that the baselines were readily available, the
baselines represent the output of a skilled groip of engineers, extremely
knowledgeable in the intricacies of hydrofoil design.
A detailed description of these baselines may be found in Reference 8.
The surmary of the baselines' operational and physical characteristics
are ocaitained in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
MErroPDOLOGY
Inasmuch cis the IIT^MDE data base contained four baseline hydrofoils,
the only tasks required to generate data for the calculation of marginal
vjeight factors for payload v^ght and crew size v^re to input the
desired perturiDations, note the results, and plot the data. Since
HANDE does not provide for either electrical load or space as inputs
to the model, maurginal weight factors for these two parameters were
generated through a combination of hand calculations and the HANDE
output.
No modifications were required to the HANDE program. The mode
selected for the Initialization runs vras "Input range, calculate fuel and
ship weights". Payload weight vjas Vcuried by adding to and subtracting
from wr,GRP.700 and variations of± 100% of Vfr,GRP.700 were investigated.
An exanple illustrating a payload weight perturbation for a single
baseline hydrofoil is described helcM,










LBP (feet) 129 170 226 270
Hull Beam, maxiimm (feet) 32 38 46 53
Foil Span, maxiimn (feet) 43 61 86 118
Draft, Foils Down (feet) 25 34 38 41
^
.623 .623 .623 .623
Hull Draft, Foils Up (feet) 6.7 8.3 11.0 13.9
Full Load Displacement (tons) 298 674 1350 2613
Total Enclosed Voliare (ft"^) 46100 91500 179000 305000
Foil Lift Distribution, R'd/;\ft% 33/67 40/60 40/60 40/60
CREW SIZE
Officers 5 6 10 14
Chief Petty Officers 4 5 6 12
Enlisted 12 34 68 114
















Hull structure (WT.GRP. 100) (tons)
Propulsion (WT.GRP.200) (tons)
Electrical System (WT. GRP . 300 ) (tons ) 8.6
Oonnand & Control (WT.GRP. 4 00) (tons) 11.4
Aux. SystePTS (VH'.GRP.SXX) (tons)
Foil Systens (T'W.GRP.Se?) (tons)






Pull Load Displacement (tons)
10 20 30 30
50 50 50 50
1500 2000 2500 3000
15 15 15 15
12754 26886 48664 92898
2678 4164 5730 8892
431.3 808.1 1134.9 1643.5
50.7 102.8 191.3 328.0
31.7 56.8 90.8 155.2
16.2 22.7 32.9
43.2 59.1 67.5
17.2 46.0 91.5 165.0
43.0 95.1 177.1 332.3
18.3 39.1 72.9 123.5
9.5 12.4 22.0 75.6
28.6 61.7 109.1 191.9
219.0 473.2 836.4 1471.6
74.5 189.3 365.2 788.1
20.4 25.7 80.3 165.8
313.9 688.2 1281.9 2425.5
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(2) Input the desired perturbation, e.g. add 10 tons to the
armament item v^ight eorray.
NOTE: The Initialization sec±ion of HT^NDE is not
sensitive to payload weight location. Payload
v^eights are located at a constant height of
1.28 X hull's midship depth.
(3) Run the Initialization module and note the required volume.
(4) Using the Hull rteometry module, resize the reference ship
hull to match the required volume found i.n the previous step.
(5) Rerun the Initialization module v/ith the hull size set
equal to that found in step 4.
(6) Record the weights and physical characteristics of the nev'
design.
The above procedure was repeated for positive and negative
perturbations of payload weight and enlisted cre^r size for each of the
four baseline hydrofoils. HANDE is sensitive to distinctions between
officers, chief petty officers, and enlisted crew but it was decided to
investigate only the latter since the enlisted crew would be the most
likely groi:?5 to vary v/ith payload size.
Since HANDE does not provide for the size of the electrical plant
eis an input, it is not possible to use the model directly to calculate
marginal weight factors for electric load vauriations. Instead, a series
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of hand calculations, derived from HA^DE, was used to corpute the required
marginal factors. In the HANDE Initialization module group 300 vmght vdll
cause the ship to resize exactly as a group 700 weight does with the
exception of the direct irtpact on KW by group 700. A sanple calculation
is shewn in figure 3JLa.
The marginal v^ight factors for space wsre determined vith the ciid of
the Hull Geonetry module of the HANDE Synthesis section. As described
earlier, this module resizes the hull and deckhouse as controlled by the
program's user. An exanple illustrating space perturbations to a single
bciseline hydrofoil foilers:
(1) Use the Hull Geoinetry module of HA^DF to vary the internal
deck space of the baseline ship. The hull's ratios such
as L/B and I/D remain COTistant.
(2) Run the Initialization section with the hull size fixed
equal to that determined in step 1.





WT,GRP.300 = 0.02 X KW = 0.02 X 100 (Reference 7)
Wr.GPP. 300 =2.0 tons
HPqj^q = Electrical System Design Horsepower
^elo = KW/(2 X 0.98 X 0.746) = 100/(2 X 0.98 X 0.746)
HPelo = 68.4 HP
HPgj^ = Average Electrical Plant Fforsepo^rer
HPg]^ = 0.333 HPgio =" ^-^33 ^ ^8*^
HPei = 22.8 HP
Wgj^ = Fuel Flow Rate = 0.0762HPgj^ + 0.327HPgj^
Wgj^ 12.7 Ibs/hr
WF4Q = Weight of Fuel
RANGE X Wq;l 2500 X 12.7
WF40 = 1.02 X 2240 X SPEED = 2240 X 44
WF^Q =0.32 tons
TOTAL DIRECT VEIOTT IPIPACr = WT.GPP. 300 + WF40
= 2.32 tons
INDIRECT VWJGirr IMPACT:
Iitpact of 1.09 tons of direct veight gives as indirect weight
inpact of 1.72 tons. (Determined frcn HANDE V7r.GRP.700 Initialization
runs)
Therefore, INDIRECT B'PACT = 1.58 X DIRECT IMPACT
« 3.66 tons




TOTAL VlEldTT IMPACT = DIPFXT IMPACT + INDIRECT IMPACT
= 2.32 + 3.66
= 5.98 tons
flarginal Vfeight Factor for a unit kW change to the 120BL hydrofoil's
Electrical Load:
5.98 tons ^ 0.0598 tons/K^^
100 KW





Ttie results of the perturbations for the 120BL hydrofoil are
presented in Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. Results for the other
three bciselines may be found in ^^pendix II. The data was generated as
described in the proceeding section of this chapter. Figures 3.2, 3.3,
3.4, and 3.5 v;ere constructed by plotting the change in full load
displacement versus the corresponding change in a sipport parameter. These
figures help to illustrate the lineciritv of the vsuriations, the relative
H
Imagnitudes of the various veight groups' variations, and the absolute
magnitude of the results of the perturbations . The slopes of these
^
plots cire, by definition, the marginal v;eight factors for the corresponding
' support parameter.
i Itie marginal weight factors for each of the four bciseline hydrofoils
,
are shown in Tables 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. The bottom tcm of each of
i
the tables contains the marginal weight factor for the 240EL ship as
generated by the Synthesis section. Note that the results do verify the
leurge error determined (see ^^apendix II) in the cargo weight variations
used to test the Initialization section.
Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 are plots of the full load msirginal
weight factors versus the corresponding displacement for the baseline
hydrofoils. These figures illustrate the trends of marginal weight
factors to increase with increasing displacement. In an atterpt to
further esteiblish the validity of the data, twD actual U. S. Navy
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module. Marginal weight factors for payload weight and enlisted inanning
perturbations were calculated as before and the results are plotted in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 along with the four origined baselines.
Synthesis runs for payload weight and enlisted inanning variations
were made on the 240BL hydrofoil to determine the degree of inaccuracy
in Initieilization for large displacement ships. Ttie marginal weight
factors found eire cilso plotted in figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.5. To
assist in investigating reasons for the large discrepency between
Initieilization and Synthesis, Fjgure 3.10 presents a ootrparison of the






FULL LOAD DlSPJJKCE^m<7T 4.90 2.90
WT.(iKP.100 0.34 0.14
WT.GKP.200 0.56 0.13






LIGHT SHIP 3.32 2.07
FB SHP 185.9 87.8
Figiire 3.10 - Gonparison of Marginad Weight Fac±ors for 240BL
Payload Weight Variations as Generated by the Synthesis




The results indicate that narginal vreight factors for hydrofo^'l*:
aid to increase for all four payload support parameters as full load
isplacanent increcises. Both the Navy's PHM and the (NAVSEC) IIOC
esigns ailso follow the trends established by the four baselines. Three
actors cure thought to acooimt for the general trend of increasing
WF's with increasing ship size. First, the structural efficiency of the
Dil system degrades for the heavier hydrofoils thus increasing the foil
aight nore for the larger ships; secondly, fuel oonsunption grovrs at a
roportionally larger rate on the heavier vessels thus significantly
iising the fuel vnsight; and finally, the bciselines have increasing
ange requirements as the displaoanent jjicreases thus also incresising
le fuel weight more for larger ships.
The results for the smallest hydrofoil (30BL) are somewhat Icirger
lan was es^iected. Although an exact reason for these higher MI'F's
lis not able to be determined, it is felt that small errors in the data
I in make a more significant inpact on the size of the Mt'F's of smaller
Slips.
I The size of the msupginal v«ight factors produced asing the HANDE
r del is strongly affected by the degree of balancing of required and
eailable volimes. For example, if the 120BL is designed such that the
\lure available exceeds the volijne required by 16,000 FT^ (an error
c| 9%) , a marginal weight factor for payload weight Vciriation on the
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120E(L hydrofoil of 5.2 results vice the 2.85 for a volume balanced
design.
Figure 3.10 illustrates several problem areas noted v*ien using the
Initialization irodule of HANDE for large hydrofoil designs. The source
of error is that Initialization underestimates the size of the foil
system selected v^ch in turn underestimates the hydrodynamic drag.
This error is reflected in the size of weight groip 200, foilbome
shadPt horsepower, and vreight groip 567. The error in weight groi:qD 100
results from a larger ship being required to carry the additional
fuel and increased propulsion plant weight.
As can be seen in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 margined weight
factors produced by Initialization are linear. These results are to
be ejqiected as the VEurious weight estimating relationships of HANDE
are generadly linear equations. Minor exceptions are not of sufficient
size to generate non-linear results.
The payload weight perturbations were linear for all displacemoits
and sizes of perturbations investigated. A breakdown of the payload v^sight
(narginal factor is shown in Figure 3.11. The figure illustrates hew
the one ton change in armament weight affects a hydrofoil. The effects
are separated into two groups: Direct effects and Indirect effects.
Direct effects reflect the expected inpact of the change in comament
<<)eight; vdiereas the indirect effects are the growth in the hydrofoil
















































































Payload weight directly inpacts the size of weight group 700,
weight group 300, the nargin (15% of the sum of weight groips 100 - 700)
,
and the weight of the fuel for the increased electrical plant. In
contrast, cargo weight added to a hydrofoil produces a smaller margined
weight factor (see Appendix II) since the direct effects are much
smaller as the cargo weight does not require a direct increcise in
electrical load or the margin.
llTe breakdown for the marginal weight factor for enlisted manning
is presented in Figure 3.12. A change in manning produces direct
I effects on the fxiLl load items of water, crew and effects, and
t
provisions in addition to increasing weight groi:^s 5XX and 600. Itie
size of the factors for the HOC is slightly lower than expected and




I Figures 3.13 and 3.14 present breakdons for the marginal v^eight
factors for electrical load and space respectively. Because hand
calculations are involved in oonputing these marginal weight factors,
the breakdowns for the indirect effects are not considered to be as
reliable as those produced for payload weight and enlisted manning.
he direct effects, however, cire accurate and reflect the true iitpact
f the support parameters. The value of the margincil weight factor
or the full load change is considered to be accurate; however, the
reakdown shown for the individual weight groips, nomially produced






































































































































































































































lb demonstrate the ability to determine the total inpac± of a
subsystem by surming the individual effects predicted by marginal vieight
factors, the follo^ong procedure was follcwed.
(1) Run the Initialization module vdth perturbations of +15
tons payload v^ight and +3 enlisted men entered simultaneously.
(2) Using the marginal weight factor for payload weight, predict
the iitpact of adding 15 tons.
(3) Using the mcu:ginal weight factor for manning, predict
the impact of adding 3 enlisted men.
(4) Sum the results found in steps (2) and (3) above,
(5) Conpare the predicted result determined in step (4) with
the output generated in step (1)
.
The oornparison is shovm in Table 3.11 and the predicted and actual weight
changes differ by less than 2% which is within the Initiedization
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(1) The Initialization ntxiule iray be used for high level tradeoff
studies to predict full load displacements vdth an accuracy of
i 5% for hydrofoils of less than 1500 tons displacement. Ihe
accuracy is reduced to - 10% as fiill load displacement
c^>proaches 3000 tons.
(2) Initialization produces accurate marginal vjeight factors for
hydrofoils of less than 1500 tons displacement. Fbr larger
hydrofoils, it is necessciry to use the Synthesis section of
HANDE to generate accurate marginal weight factors.
(3) All perturbations investigated, produced linear changes to the
full load displacements of cdl baseline hydrofoils. Non-linear
results may be expected v^ien investigating large hydrofoils
vdth the Synthesis section.
(4) Although HANDE does not converge the design vdth respect to
volume, it is inportant to do so manually to produce accurate
marginal v?eight factors.
(5) A genercil trend of increasing marginal vreight factors with
increasing displacement for all four payload stpport
parameters is noted. This trend is due to the heavier foil
systems, increased operating range requirements, and cin




^!ARGINfiL WEIGHT FACTORS FOR SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
INTRODUCTION
This cheater discusses the generation of itiarginal v;eight factors for
Surface Effect Ships (SES) the four payload si^^port areas of weight,
nenning, electrical power, and space. The factors were oc3n|Hited with
the aid of a ship synthesis model developed by Mr, William Richardson of
the David Taylor Naval Ship Researcii and Development Center (DINSPDC)
.
This model solves for a minimim weight ship si±>ject to performance
oonstrednts specified by the user.
Surface Effect Ships enoorporate a technology that significantly
reduces hydrodynamic drag and allc««7S much higher speeds than conventional
displacemait ships. The air cushion vehicles, developed primarily in
Great Britian, are the forerunners of the Surface Effect Ship. Mr
cushion craft as large as 220 tons au:^ being utilized in both ccrmercial
and military service in the United Kingdom and the Soviet Wiion. These
vehicles erploy a cushion of ciir contained beneath a flexible skirt and
are normally prc^ielled by air scres^r propellers driven by gas turbine
engines. In contrast, SES technology encorporates rigid sidewalls,
intergral to the hull structure, with flexible rubberized fabric seeds
fore and aft to contain the air cushion. The rigid sidewsdls are narro<«;
imnersed hulls that provide additional stability at high speeds and




VJhile running in the on-cushion mode, the SFS operates on a
captured cdr bubble to reduce the hydrodynamic drag and achieve 5;peeds in
excess of 60 knots. In addition, while operating on-cushion, the SFS
can accelerate, decelerate, backdown, and hover. Vfhen the SES switches to
the off-cushion mode, the vehicle operates as a conventional displaoeamait
ship with its weight sijf^xDrted by the buoyancy of the sidewzills.
ARCJ6 SES O0f€>UTER SHIP SYNTHESIS MODEL
To generate the marginal factors for SES's, the non-linecu:
cptijnization program,developed by Mr. Richardson of DTNSFDC, was utilized.
This program, knov>ni as APCJ6, was developed in 1969 for the Trident
submarine project and revised in 1976. It uses SES parametric
relationships to solve for a minimum v^eight ship subject to various
naval architectural and performance constraints. The program's feature
of being able to specify perfonnance requireinents and have the ship's
displacement as an output, led to the selection of ARCJ6 for use in this
thesis.
The program requires that the user set up a data base describing
the ship. Itiis data base consists of various functional relationships,
known constants, performance constraints, and naval architectural
requirements. Exanples of the performance specifications are a required
cruise and dash speed, payload weight, and the SES's range. The naval
architectural requirements include the requirements that buoyancy equals
weight or that reasonable trim and stability be maintained. Ttie program
is non-specific as to ship type. That is to say, the user must specify
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the vehicle's description. Once the program has the ship's description,
it proceeds to use the data base to form and solve the optimization
equations
.
The program is similar to H^NDE (the hydrofoil ship synthesis nodel)
in that a volume balance is not performed. The SFS is very weight
sensitive and any increase in required volume requires a negligible
increase in total ship vreight. Therefore, although the program does
not explicitly balance volume, sufficient internal volume can be
designed into the ship through the use of appropriate v;eight estimating
relationships
.
There are four features to the APCJ6 program which should be
enphasized. They are:
(1) The level of detail generated by the model is directly
controlled by the oornplexity and number of functional
relationships that are input by the user.
(2) Because the description of forces acting on a ship is
usually non-linear, the program was designed with the
provision of handling non-linear variables.
(3) Since the user describes the ship via a set of functional
relationships and the ocrputer in turn produces a set of
consistent descriptive values, it is not necesseiry that a




(4) Fincdly, since the vehicle description and applicable
physiccd and engineering relationships are input hy the
user, the APCJ6 program consists of only three main
section: One to recognize the data and check for internal
consistency; a second section to perform the optimization;
and, a third section that prints the output.
The ARCJ6 program performs the following functions in the order given:
(1) Interpret the vehicle description and functional relations
thus building the data base to be used for the optimization
run.
(2) Checks for inconsistencies and missing information among
the elements of vehicle and physiccil data supplied by
the user. Ihe program does not contain any default
values and the user must ensure that all required data
has been specified.
(3) Prepares and prints tables illustrating v+iat is in the
data base and v^iat are the applicable numerical values.
(4) Performs the weight minimization subject to the specified
constraint equations. This is done by making use of a
simultaneous non-linear equation solver that determines the
nurnsrical values of the vcuriables vMch satisfy the set
of sijmiltaneous partial differential and algebraic
equations. Prior to each iteration in the minimization
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procedure, tlie program vdll check and adjuct the values
of the variables to ensure consistency between the variables.
(5) Prepares and prints output tables including:
(a) Oonparison between initial and final values of
variables
.
(b) Sunmary of itare fonning the current weight of the
ship.
(c) Vfeight report using the Navy three-digit weight
classification system.
For the SES runs, three constraints v^re iitposed on the design:
Vfeight equals buoyancy; cruise and dash speeds are fixed; and, a fixed
required operating range. The SFS data base is oorpared of elements
from v*iich values of the SES weights, drag, airflov\^ buoyancy, and
weight of fuel can be ocrputed. This data base was set up with length,
beam, cushion pressure, and fuel veight as variables \4Tose values are
directly changed by the optimization program and from \:rt>ose values all
the other values in the output ai^ ultimately derived.
The weight peurametric relationships for the weight of the light ship
oortponents are based on as as yet unpublished DrTNSRDC r^xjrt by Fee and
Kuklevacz. The constants in these equations have, hcMever, been
adjusted so as to agree with several recent 2000 and 3000 point designs.
The buoyancy relations have been adjusted to reflect the actual




The weight of fuel is calculated by maJcing U5?e of the Fee-
Kuklewicz drag relations and the required range.
As a sinplification, both weight groups 400 and 567 were treated eis
fixed weight inputs. Vfeight groip 400 is mainly ociiposed of navigation
equipment and the oommand and control portion of the military payload,
neither of which vrould vary over the narrow range that the ship's
displacement is changing. Vfeight group 567, corposed of lift engines,
fans, and eissociated ducting, was sized to provide sufficient lift
over a variety of sea state conditions. Therefore, weight groi:p 567
was not edlowed to vary over the small displacement variations generated.
The model was also modified to provide the SES with "rubber" engines
that resize to attain the required dash speed.
Stability and trim balances were not made constrcdnts in the
cptimization program to reduce the cost of the optijnization runs. However,
checks were made to verify that designs produced did not exceed normal
limits.
The following is a sunmary of the weight functional relationships
used for the SES runs:
(1) WT.GPP.IOO - f (FL displacement, I/B, cushion length,cushion
specific loading)
(2) WT.GRP.200 - f (SUP)
(3) l>n'.GPP.300 - f (Light Ship Displacement)
(4) \7r.GPP.400 - FixiBd v^ight input
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(5) WT.GRP.5XX - f (Light Ship Displacement)
(6) VfT.GRP.Se? - Fixed weight input
(7) WT.GRP.600 - f (Light Ship Displacement
(8) wr.GRP.700 - Fixed vieight input
(9) MARGIN - 15% of Sum of WT.GFPS 100 - 700
(10) FUEL - f (crev; size, range, speed, FL displacement)
(11) WATER - f (crew size, mission duration)
(12) PRDVISICNS - f (crew size, mission duration)




The methodology used was similiar to that used for generating the
marginal weight factors for hydrofoils. That is, develop a set of
bcuseline SES's of varying displacement and then perturb these baselines
to obtain the desired marginal factors. However, unlike the case of
hydrofoils, significant costs were involved in making the computer ship
synthesis runs v*iich resulted in being unable to investigate as many
perturbations to the baseline ships as vrould have been desirable. In
particulcur, it was not financially feasible to investigate the lineatrity
limits of the marginal weight factors for each basseline. In spite of
these difficulties, 't is felt that sufficient data was generated to
accurately determine the marginal wei^t factors for "reasonable"
perturbaticxis frcm the baseline values and to identify trends bet^^een
these baselines.
The first step in generating marginal v^ight factors was to decide
on the characteristics of the baseline ships. Ihese baiselines would
cover the range of displacements from approximately 500 tons through
4000 tons and wDuld vary their operating ranges and speeds as appropriate
to each ship size. TVs a starting point the general chcuracteristics of
the 7VNVCE FAR TEFTt SES were adopted for a 3500 ton ship and named SES3.
TVro additional baselines (SESl and SES2) were then drav;n \jp by modifying
the SES3 payload, range, and speed to appropriate values for missions
envisioned for the smaller vehicles. The SES2 has an operational




anti-submarine warfare (ASW) , and anti-air vrsirfcire (i\AW) . It differs
from the SES3 in that the SES2 lades a helicjcpter capability, has a
hitler dash speed requirement, operates at the shorter range, carries
a ndlitary payload of ajproximately 100 tons, and has a crew size of
79 men. The SESl is a short range (800 nautical miles) 500 ship with a
SUW and ASVvT capability, a military payload of 95 tons, a dash speed
of 90 knots, and a crevr of 30 men.
There are tvo qiiestions of interest that a ship or subsystem
designer might ask. First, "given a ship type and a rough estimate of
the vessel's size, v^iat will be the full inpact of this subsystem on
the ship's size and vjeight"? ITie perturbations to SESl, J^S2, and
SES3 are designed to answer this question. P second question might
be, "given a specific ship type and size, what vrould be the full
iitpact of a subsystem on the ship with fixed dimensions"? To answer
the second question, a baseline designated SES4 was utilized. SES4
has the identical military and similicir performance characteristics as
SES3 but the cushion length and beam were locked at and appropriate
value. A surttnary of the performance characteristics for the SES
baselines may be found in Table 4.1.
Once having settled upon the general characteristics of the
baselines, the next step was to use the SES computer model to produce
an optimized design for the baseline ships. Iliis was done for SESl,
SES2, and SES3 by holding the range, speed, payload, and crew size
constant v+iile allowing the model to resize the ship as necessary to

Table 4.1
PERFORTWICE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SES BASELINES
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• # • •
ASV7 • • • •
AAW • • •
u HELD • •
'2 RAN(3: (M^^) 800 1450 3000 3000
DASH SPEED (KTS) 90 85 80 80
Q)
8
CRUISE SPEED (KTS) 50 55 60 68
g CREW SIZE 30 79 141 141
£ MILITARY P/L (TONS) 95 100^ 290 290
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find a minimum v;eight ship subject to the performanoe cxaistrediits that
were detedled above. For SES4, the additioncd constraint of not allowing
the ship's dimensions to vary v/as added. P> suimiary of the principal
physical characteristics for each of the four baselines may be found
in Table 4.2.
Having produced four optimized baseline designs, the next step vras
to vary the individual payload si:pport parameters and note the resmlting
change in the baseline ship. The parameters that v^ere varied are:
(1) Payload Vteight - Both positive and negative perturbations
of the baiseline values were investigated. The payload
weight was changed by varying WT.GRP.VOO ± 50% from the
baseline Vcilue.
(2) Crew Size - The size of the crew is an input to the model
and was varied directly. With the SES ship synthesis
model, no volume balance is performaed, hence there is no
difference between the addition of one officer or one
enlisted man.
(3) Electrical Load - The model does not have electrical load
as a direct input. Therefore, it was decided to use the
HMDE hydrofoil corrputer model niA^,GVSP,300 estimating
relationship of T'7r.nRP.300 = 0.02 X KW. This relationship
was derived for gas turbine powered generators which is a
reasonable assumtion for use on an SES. To perform the

Table 4.2
SES BASELINE SHIPS PHYSICAL CHARALTKPISTICS
PHYSICAL
^lARACTERISTiC SESl SES2 SES 3 SES4
VB 3.35 3.17 2.59 2.87
TOA (FT) 150.6 207.9 281.1 303.3
BEAM (FT) 53.5 67.0 106.2 105.0
CUSH. T.ENGm(FT) 128.7 165.1 235.8 257.9
CUSH. BEAM (FT) 38.5 52.0 91.2 90.0
FULT, TDAD (TONS) 645.4 1231.3 3864.9 4271.7
Wr.GRP. 100 (TONS) 134.7 279.4 1002.4 1202.1
VfT.GKP. 200 (TONS) 118.6 195.7 350.0 354.8
Wr.GRP. 300 (TONS) 8.1 21.0 74.9 84.4
















necessary perturbations, the desired KW variation vas
converted to a ^TT.GT^, 300 weight and then inputted
to the model.
(4) Space - Inasmuch as the model does not perform a volume
balance betv^een the required and available volumes, it vas
necessary to increase the cushion size and then fix the
ship size at the ne^-r dimensions. Mthough fixing the ship'?;
size does not allCT<^ for the full inpact of space to be
demonstrated, it is felt that the error involved is
extremely small for the SFP vhich is a v;eight sensitive
ship.
The final step is to plot the veight changes that result from the
perturbations described above versus the change in the si:pport
parameter. The slopes of the resulting plots are, by definition, the





The results of the perturbations for the 5^ES2 baseline are
presented in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 v.tiile the results for the
other baselines may be found in Appendix III. The columns labeled
"NEW" contain the output of the ship synthesis model as a result of
the specific variations. The "DIFF" column contains the change fror
the bauseline values.
f!
For the cases of payload v;eight, crew size, and electrical load
variations, the weight groips and the full load displacenent reacted
as would be ejq^ected. It is worth noting, hov'fever, that the L/B ratio
tended to shrink as weight, men, and electrical capacity were added
to the baselines. The reason for this trend is that the model increases
the cushion area to support the added weight rather than substantially
increasing the cushion pressure vMch would in turn increase the drag.
The decrease in I/B indicates that the model attaches a greater
structural weight penalty to a growth in length rather than x<ridth.
Table 4.6 illustrates the 5^ace variation for SES2 with the ship's
principal dimensions locked at values that give and additioncil 500
square feet of cushion area ovex that of the baseline SES2. The results
are quite interesting. Structural weight (WT.GRP.IOO) has, as T^uld
be expected, increased; however, the propulsion plant v;eight (WT.GPP. 200)
and the fuel weight have both decreased. These changes are reasonable





SES2 PAYLOAD VIEIQiT WPlP'Tim
VARIATICN BASELINE -10 TOMS +10 TONS +20 TONS
I'iUI VALUES NEW DIFF NEl-J DII-'F NEW DlFIr'
LBP 207.9 206.9 - 0.9 208.8 + 0.9 209.7 + 1.8
VB 3.17 3.20 +0.03 3.15 -0.02 3.12 -0.05
F.L. DISP 1231.3 1192.9 -38.4 1269.6 +38.3 1307.8 +76.5
OT.GRP.IOO 279.7 271.5 - 8.2 288.0 + 8.3 296.3 +16.6
I«7r.GKP.200 195.7 191.6 - 4.1 199.8 + 4.1 203.7 + 8.0
OT.C4KP.300 21.0 20.3 - 0.7 21.8 + 0.8 22.6 + 1.6
W.GRP.400 20.6 20.6 _ _ _ 20.6 _ - _ 20.6 - - -
OT.GKP.5XX 55.7 53.7 - 2.0 57.8 + 2.1 59.8 + 4.1
OT.GRP.567 63.7 63.7 _ 63.7 63.7 - - -
OT.GRP.600 50.6 48.7 - 1.9 52.4 + 1.8 54.3 + 3.7
OT.GHP.700 45.2 35.2 -10.0 55.2 +10.0 65.2 +20.0
Linm SHIP 842.3 811.2 -31.1 873.3 +31.0 904.4 +62.1
FUEL 304.0 296.7 - 7.3 311.3 + 7.3 318.5 +14.5







(1) Length in feet.
(2) All v;eights in units of Long Tons.
(3) wr.CTRP.5XX includes all of TAn'.GPP.500
less \^^.GPP. 567.
(4) Light Ship weight includes a 15% "argin.




SES2 cpn-' r.i7,r ^Tvpji^TinN
VT^RIATION BASET.-mE -10 riEN +10 MEN
ITEM VMiUES NEV'J DIF}' NEW DllrTr'
TJ^ 207.9 207.6 - 0.3 208.2 + 0.3
F.L. DIPP. 1231.3 1219.8 -11.5 1242.8 +11.5
Wr.GPP. 100 279.7 277.3 - 2.4 282.2 + 2.5
l7r.GRP.200 195.7 194.5 - 1.2 196.9 + 1.2
WT.GHP.300 21.0 20.9 - 0.1 21.2 + 0.2
Wr.GKP.400 20.6 20.6 20.6 _
WT.GKP.5XX 55.7 55.4 - 0.3 56.1 + 0.4
l^7T.GRP.567 63.7 63.7 63.7 _
W.(4KP.600 50.6 50.3 - 0.3 50.9 + 0.3
TfT.GlU'.TOO 45.2 45.2 _ 45.2
LIGHT SHIP 842.3 837.2 - 5.1 847.4 + 5.1
FUET. 304.0 301.8 - 2.2 306.2 + 2.2
GUSH PRESS 309.7 308.4 - 1.3 310.8 + 1.1
L/B 3.17 3.18 +0.01 3.16 -0.01







(1) Length in feet.
(2) Ml weights in Long Tons.
(3) WT.GRP.5XX includes all of V7r.GRP500 less 567.
(4) Light Ship v^ight includes a 15% Margin.






\7PiaATlCS^ BASELINE + 125 m^ + 250 KV7
ITE7^ VALtJES M0^7 DIFF. NB^7 DU-'F.
IBP 207.9 208.0 + 0.1 208.1 + 0.2
I/B 3.17 3.16 - .01 3.15 - .02
F.L.DISP. 1231.3 1241.0 + 9.7 1250.8 +19.5
Wr.GRP.lOO 279.7 281.6 + 1.9 283.5 + 3.8
Wr.G1^.200 195.7 196.9 + 1.2 198.0 + 2.3
WT.GKP.300 21.0 23.8 + 2.8 26.5 + 5.5
WT.GPP.400 20.6 20.6 _ 20.6
OT.GRP.5XX 55.7 56.2 + 0.5 56.8 + 1.1
WT.GRP.567 63.7 63.7 63.7
WT.GRP.600 50.6 51.0 + 0.4 51.5 + 0.9
WT.GKP.700 45.2 45.2 _ _ _ 45.2
LIGHT SHIP 842.3 850.0 + 7.7 857.8 +15.5
FUEL 304.0 306.0 + 2.0 308.0 + 4.0
KW LOAD 1052 1188 + 136 1326 + 274








(1) Lenqth in feet
(2) Ml weights in Long Tons.
(3) \^]T.GRP.5XX includes all of vrp.GPP.500
less vrr.GPP.567.
(4) Light Ship vnsight includes a 15% Margin
(5) KW load in Kiloivatts





VAPJATIOt^ BASEI.INF + 500 Ft2
TL'm VALUES NEV7 Dli^'F.
LBP 207.9 212.6 + 4.7
L/B 3.17 3.17
F.L. DISP. 1231.3 1234.5 + 3.2
WT.GT^.IOO 279.7 295.3 +15.6
Wr.GT^.200 195.7 188.8 - 6.9
WT.GRP.300 21.0 21.3 + 0.3
V7r.(iRP.400 20.6 20.6 _
^T.nT?p.5XX 55.7 56.5 + 0.8
V.Tr.GRP.567 63.7 63.7 _
Wr. GPP. 600 50.6 51.3 + 0.7
V7T.GPP.700 45.2 45.2 - - -
LIGHT SHIP 842.3 854.2 +11.9
FUEL 304.0 295.3 - 8.7
CUSH. AW-'A 8589 9089 + 500








(1) Length in feet.
(2) All weiqhts in Long Tons.
(3) lAfr.GRP.5XX includes all of ^tt.GRP.500
less T'^.GRP.567.
(4) Light Ship vreight includes a
15% Margin.
(5) Cushion Area in units of FT^.
(6) Cushion Pressure in units of LBS/FT"^.
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To rePDve space from an SES gives results quite aifferent fron that
found for hydrofoils or displacement ships. Instead of the full load
displacenent decreasing cis the ship shrinks, the total weight of the
ship in fact increases . Structural weight does decrease but the
increased drag due to a higher cushion pressure cause the propulsion
plant and fuel weights to increase. Table 4.7 illustrates the differences
between a positive and negative space perturbations on SES3.
The space variations that were investigated presuppose that the
size of the cushion area is being modified to effect the required change
in space. If, on the other hand, a small corrpcurtment v'as added to the
superstructure vdthout changing the cushion dimensions, then the iirpact
of this space WDuld be approximately the v^eight of the ocppartment ' s
structure multiplied by the marginal weight factor for payload weight.
Figiores 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 were generated by plotting the
data in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. The change in the support
parameter is plotted versus the corresponding change in full load
displacement. Ihese figures are of value in that they illustrate the
relative size of the variation in the different weight groups; the
degree of linearity of the results; and, the slope of the plots are the
marginal weight factors for SES2,
Tables 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 contain the marginal weight factors
of the four SES baselines for the variation in the payload si:pport
parameters of payload weight, crew size, electrical power, and space.





VARIATION BASELINE - 1009 FT^ + 990 Ft2
n-KM VALUES NE^7 DIFF. NB'^ DIFF.
LBP 281.1 275.4 - 5.7 286.4 + 5.3
L/B 2.59 2.59 "* "" ^' 2.59
F. L. DISP. 3864.9 3876.3 +11.4 3873.7 + 8.8
VTT.nRP.lOO 1002.4 966.7 -35.7 1039.9 +37.5
OT.GRP.200 350.0 364.8 +14.8 339.2 -10.8
OT.GI?P.300 74.9 73.9 - 1.0 76.1 + 1.2
V7r.GRP.400 74.0 74.0 74.0
^(T.GRP.SXX 125.4 123.8 - 1.6 127.5 + 2.1
Wr.GRP.567 127.4 127.4 127.4 _
Wr.GRP.600 218.4 215.5 - 2.9 221.9 + 3.5
^rr.GRP.700 63.0 63.0 63.0 _
UaiT SHIP 2341.0 2310.8 -30.2 2379.6 +38.6
FUEL 1285.2 1326.8 +41.6 1255.4 -29.8
CUSH. AREA 21504 20495 -1009 22494 + 990








(1) Length in feet.
(2) Ml vjeights in Long Tons.
(3) wr.GPP.5XX includes all of V^.GRP.500
less T^T.GRP.567.
(4) Light Ship v^ight includes a
15% r''argin.
(5) Cushion Acea in units of FT^.
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the cxDrresponding SES's full load displacement in Figures 4.5, 4.6,
4.7, and 4.8. Itiese figures indicate that the marginal weight factors for
SES's do increaise in size as the full load displacesnient increases. The
reason for this increase is the strong inpact that the range of the
vessel has on the size of marginal weight factors since range aj^sears as
a multiplication factor in the fuel and provision estimating relationships.
Perturbations of payload weight, cre^' size, and electriccil load
were investigated for SES4. The results, shown in Tables 4.8, 4.9,
and 4.10, shc^; that the sMp, unable to resize, is forced to add fuel
and propulsion plant weight to meet the performance requirements. 7\n
unconstrained SES optimizes by balancing the design for minimum
structural, propulsion, and fuel weights. The Icirger marginal ^-oeight
factors for SES4 indicate that the design is not optimized with regard
to cushion size.
As was done vrith hydrofoils, a synthesis run v/as made varying
several parameters simultaneously to demonstrate the additive property
of marginal weight factors. For this run, using the FES 3 baseline,
the payload weight was increased by 45 tons, the crev^' size was increased
by 8 men, and 350 KW were added to the baseline's electrical load. The
results are conpard vdth the sum of the individual effects predicted
by marginal weight factors. Table 4.12 presents the conparison while
illustrating that the individual effects are addi.tive and marginal
weight factors can be used to predict the total iirpact of a subsystem.
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Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 show a breakdown of the msirginal
weight factors of weight, manning, electrical load, and space respectively,
Ttiese breakdowns illustrate the differences betweai the hydrofoil and the
SES nodels. For exanple. Figure 4,9 shews that the payload voeight does
rot cause a direct effect on v^eight groip 300 as it does in the HANDF
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(1) The ARCJ6 cx^nputer ship synthe55is model vorked excjeedinqly well
for this thesis. Although the program is more oonplicated
than I3\h]DE (hydrofoil ship synthesis model) in terms of
requiring more input by the user, the program does allov
for a greater flexibility in specifying the level of detciil
desired. Hcwever, the Initialization module of ICVNDE v;as
^'"uch less expensive to run than the ARCJ6 reflecting the
added oorplexity of non-linecir optimizatj.on for the SFS
perturbations
.
(2) Marginal weight factors for Surface Effect Ships ahcR^'ec' a
linear increase with increasing displacement. A primcory
cause of the increase is believed to be the increasing range
requirement of the baselines investigated.
(3) The individual effects predicted by marginal v^eic^t factors
are additive and may be surmed to determine the total ippact
of a subfrystem.
(4) The SES is a weight sensitive ship as evidenced by the relative
magnitude of the marqinal weiqht factors for payload weight and
space.
(5) Excess volume in an SES should be tolerated since any
reduction in space \\T.thout reducing the payload will cause the
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cyyiPARiscN OF riAjy;iN7VL WFiGirr f/^ctort
TTROIXXTriON
This thesis has developed narcfinal factors for tvr> high performance
lips v+iich are of ciirrent interest to the U. F. Navy. These factors,
rputed for the four payload si:^nport areas of weiaht, inanninq, electric
wer, and space required represent the sum of direct and indirect
pacts of a subsystem on a ship's full load diF;placepent. To evaluate
e output, a corparison betveen the factors developed by this thesis for
dmfoils and surface effect ships and the factors develqped by Hc^^ll
eferenoe 5) for conventional displacement vessels is presented. The
asons for differences between the various ship types vill be disciLssed
id will cover those differences between the ship synthesis models that
ifect the size of the fl'W as well as differences inherent in the
Hvidual ship types. Finally, sample calculations for determining the
;tal irtpact of a subsystem are shewn for each of the three ship types.
'586 calculations illustrate ho^^ the same subsystem can cause isddely
trying irpacts on different ship types.
Figure 5.1 is a plot of the marginal veight factors of payload
^'Lght for hydrofoils, surface effect ships, and conventional displaconent
J.ps versus full load displacement. Fince the ocrrputer ship s^mthesis
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ocation, the mid-range values for displacement ships (i.e. weight at the
ain deck) v^sre chosen for oonpari.son purposes.
I
First, the magnitude of the factors for payload veight is significantly
igher for SES and hydrofoils than for displacement ships; and secondly,
he factors for these high performance ships increase rapidly with
ncreasing displacement but the factors for displacement ships react
lc^»7ly and appear to approach a limiting value.
j
Table 5.1 presents the major corrponents of the full load ^^#' of
ayload weight for each ship type of approximately the same displacement.
:ie marginal factors for structural veight, fuel, propulsion plant v^eight,
id auxiliary v.'eight are the most significant components of the payload
'2ight marginal factors. Structural \^;eic^t has a M'lF of 1.33 on the FES3
lich is much larger than that of the 240BL hydrofoil (0.34) or the
iiseline DE (0.19). At first glance this might seem strange inasmuch as
le displacement ship with its steel hull has a Ic^^r structural ^I^F
lan either of the t^jo aluminium hulled vessels. Hoviever, the MWF for
iiructure on a displacement ship is much Icwer than that of a comparably
.'.zed high performance ship due to a basic difference betvjeen oom'entional
«|.splacement ships and an SES or a hydrofoil. /Additional weight on a
1 gh performance shj.p must be supported hy a larger foi] on a hydrofoil
id by a larger cushion area or higher cashion pressure on an SES. For
i
jte SES, a Icirger cushion caases the structural v^eight to increase
^tereas the higher cushion pressure will increase the drag thus requiring
I're fuel and larger propulsion plants thus increasing the structural
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-hich VTill in turn incresise the fuel and propulsion plant veiqht causina
he ship to grt>' and the structural weight to increase. In contrast,
isplacement ships support the additional payload vreight by enlarging
he ship's under water body (i.e. displacement). With a large displacement
hip, only a relatively small increase in hydrodynamic drag occurs due to
he increased wetted surface area and hence the ^f'F for structure and
uel is small oonpared to those of the high performance ships.
It is surprising that the structural MJ»F is so large for the SFS
s conpared to the hydrofoil and the displacement ship. The reason for
his result is that the ARCJ6 synthesis model ased for the 55ES supports
he added payload weight by increasijig the ship's ciashion area rather than
ohstantially increasing the cushj.on pressure. The SES's structure
?rves two purposes. First, the structure encloses the reouired volume;
id secondly, it provides the cushion area necessary to sipport the
'aight of the ship. Itiis support function is quite similiar to the foil
i^stejn of a hydrofoil. Therefore, a better corparison between hydrofoils
id the SES vrould be to sum the marginal factors for structure and
|r*GPP.567 since this would include the structural weight and the lift
i^stan for both ships. Having done this, we get a Ml«F for WT.GRP.IOO +
I'.nRP.Sfi? of 1.33 for the PEF3 and 1.14 for the 24 OBI. hydrofoil.
5caase the F.FS is 50% larger than the hydrofoil being oonpared, it is
2lt that there is not a significant difference betiv'een the sum of the
'F for structure and the lift systems for high performance ships.
Lthough the SES does contain excess voliime as cofipared to a hydrofoil
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•r displacenent ship, this does not contribute to a higher M5«F 55ince
emoving volume from an optimized SFS desicjn will increase the ship's
isplacatnent
.
As was discassed in Chapter A, the ;^JCJ6 program did not provide for
rubberized" lift engines; henoe, the MWF for v^.GRP.Se? for SES3 is zero,
f the size of the lift engines were allov-^ed to vary, the ^'^'W for the ?ES
ould have increased by approximately 0.15 which is not considered to be
ignificantly different fron those values reported.
!
The large HW for fuel and propulsion plant weights for hvdrofoils
nd surface effect ships are a result of the rapid increase in the
/drodynamic drag by these high perfonnance ships at their higher speedi?.
le lower FiWF of the conventional displacement ships reflect the smaller
icrease in hydrodynamic drag.
j
There is no apparent reason v^y the auxiliary weight (WT.GRP.5XX)
aries betV';een the three ship types and is thought to be due solely to
iG differences in the v^eight estimating relationships of the models.
^NDE estimates OT.npp.5XX as a function of internal volume and crew
:.ze vMle PBCJS sinply uses light ship veight to estimate auxiliary weight.
As can be noted in Figure 5.1, the high performance ships demonstrate
sharply increasing full load fU^F with increasina size. This trend is
'?lt to mainlv reflect the impact of an increasing ranae requirement on the
iselines rather than simply beina a function of the sliip's size. As
i.scussed in Chapter 3, the larger foil system and an increased fuel




Figure 5.2 is a plot of the narginal vieight factor for manning for
ydrofoils, surface effect ships, and di5^1acerent ships versus the
Drresponding full load displacement. It is the change in enlisted nanninq
Tat v/as investigated since this is the parameter most likely to vary
Lth a payload as opposed to the number of officers or CPO's.
I
The full load displacement Ml^F for the SES is the Ic^^est of the three
lip types for reasons inherent in manning requirements as well as the
i
irface effect ship type. Manning is a space intensive factor not having
. large weight impact on a desiqn. Therefore, relative relationships in
j.ze between the ^IWF for manning of the three ship tvpes should be the
1
!(me as the f-%rJF for space. This vras found to be true as can be seen in
Igure 5.4 and the reasons for the relative sizes of the fU'TF for manning
cjin best be e:T>lained by studying the reasons for the relative sizes
ir space.
Table 5.2 presents a sumnciry of the important components of the H-JF
Ir manning. Both the DE and the hydrofoil have equal marginal factors
l|r light ship weight but the hydrofoil has a factor for fuel that is
lur times as large as that of the DE's. This result is consistent vdth
te marginal factor for payload weight discussed in the proceeding section
q this chapter. That is, weight has a much greater iinpact on a high
prformance ship's drag and hence fuel and propulsion plant weight than
ii the case with displacement ships.
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lew mP for fuel. This small MJ^F is due to the lo^r jrpact of space on the
t? as conpared with hydrofoils and displacement ships.
j
The "full loads" column in Table 5.2 indicates that all three ship
/pes have essentially the same Ml'F for full loads. This irplies that
I
ach of the three ship synthesis models uses similiar weight estimating
Blationships for the full loads (e.g. water, provisions, and cargo) of thie
lips.
[jFXJFRICAL POWER f^TF
Figure 5. 3 is a plot of the full load displacement rU-^F for electrical
>^r Vciriation versus full load displacement for SEF, hydrofoils, and
Lsplacement ships. The factors for the high performance ships increase
1 a manner similiar to the payload weight factors since the same weight
stimating relationship was used for the electrical plant weight (^fT.TRP.SOO)
f both HANDE and ARCJ6. The factors for the SES are slightly larger
lan a campareibly sized hydrofoil although the difference is not felt to
2 significant.
The full load dirolacenent MWF for electrical load variation on
Lsplacement ships is larger than the high performance ships. This is
1 contrast to the situation discussed earlier for the MWF for payload
iight. Table 5. 3 illustrates that the H^ for V7r.GRP.300 for the DE
3 three times larger than that of the hydrofoil or the SES. The reason
3r this difference is the v^eight estijnating relationship used in the
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Figure 5.4 is a plot of the fiiLl load displacerent MWF for space for
ydrofoils, surface effect ship, and di.splacements ships versus full load
isplacement. The factors for the SES represent only the addition of space
i> the ship cind not its reroval. Examining the plot for trends, it is
j
!)ted that the factors for SES increase slowly as the full load displacement
icreases; the factors for hydrofoils increase more sharply than those
E the SES; and, the factors for conventional displacer>ent ships present
i
' declining trend with increasing displacement.
7\s was discussed in Chapter 4, an SFS reacts to either an increase
r decrease in space by increasing the ship's full load displacement. The
j3w value of these factors for the SES is due to the counterbalancing of
I
le increase in structural weight by a decrease in the propulsion plant
Lze and fuel v.^eight.
Table 5.4 is a breaJcdov^n of the MWF for space variation and shows
le important conponents of the full load n<JF, I^drofoils and displacenent
;ups have similiarly sized factors although Table 5.4 illustrates that
le reason is a balancing of opponents rather than each ship type
^acting alike. The Ml^F for V^.GPP. 100 is larger for displacement ships
Inflecting the ase of steel in displacement ship's hiiLls in contrast to
Luminium in hydrofoils. Offsetting the larger structural ^1^F is the
Lze of the MWF's for fuel and propulsion plant weight of the hydrofoil
iiich is agciin a function of the increase in drag.
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rdrofoil; however, as discussed in the payload weight section of this
lapter, ITT.GPP. 100 for an SES contains vreight used for the lifting
mction vMle hydrofoils do not.
The slight increase in the full load displacement n<lF for space on the
^ as full load displacenent increases, is a result of the increasing
inge requirement for the baseline. Table 4.8 of Chapter 4 illastrates
ff7 the MJ'F for fuel varies fron the 0.38 for the 500 ton SES to the 1.59
)r the 3800 ton SES.
f^drofoils exhibit a much more erratic variation in the full load
.splacement MI^F for space than is the case for as SES. This lack of a
•end vdthin the hydrofoil data is felt to be due to the method the factors
ire generated (combination of hand and oopputer calculations) rather
lan being due to the type of ship involved.
E OF rtT^RGINAL VFIGHT FACTOP?
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the use of marginal veight factors to
edict the total impact of tvo different subsystems on the three shin
pes under discussion. As can be seen, the size of the inpact varies
th ship type and the values of the sijpport parameters that describe
le subsystem. For the "small v-jeapon", the addition of the subsystem
suits in the SEP 3 having the smallest total impact vtiereas, for the
arge veapon", the destroyer escort receives the smallest total inpact.
An inportant point illustrated by the tvo preceeding examples is that
subsystem's inpact on a vessel is not only a function of the type of
ip involved that the equipment is to be installed on but cilso that the
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EQUIPriErJT NT>TTirtl: SfT^LL ITJVPON
SUPPOPT PPTOL^TPJ^TTTTP:
ADDTTIOI^l/^L ^iT^lMTTr, PFOniPFD = 2 Men
;vDniTION?L ELFCTPir inAD = 5 Kl?
FquiP^Tirr iftgitt = 4 Ibns
AnniTinruvL sptvcf t^FQUIPED = 315 Ft^
SHIP MANNING K^7 LOAD VTEIGOT SPACE TOTAL
m!T ys^ CHANGE ^f^F CHANGE MWF CHANGE ^^IF CHANGE IMPACT
5.56 22.24 0.0089 2.80 28.79
4.90 19.6 0.050 15.75 50.21
1.52 6.08 0.061 19.15 37.11
SFS3 1.6 3.2 0.011 0.55
>40BL 7.2 14.4 0.091 0.46
DE 5.7 11.4 0.096 0.4R
FicTure 5.5
ADDITION OF A S]'>!ALL PAYLDAD TO THPEE SHIP TYPES
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rrWUPMFMT ADDITIOM: LAJ'^HF WFJVPON
SUPPORT REOT.TPJTTMTF
:
ADDITIOMAL MT^NMING PJDITIRED = 4 Men
ADDITIONAL FircrPICAL LOAD = 5 l^-'
PQlUPflEOT VTIGFT = 61 Ibns
ADDITia^IAL SPACF PEOTJIRED = 900 Ft^
SHIP MANNING KW LOAD T-IEIGHT SPACE TOTAL
MAME ^^F CHANGE M^/F CHANGE ^n^F CHA^JGE ^'T'F CHANGE IMPACT
SEJ53 1.6 6.4 0.011 0.52 5.56 339.16 0.0089 8.01 354.09
240BL 7.2 28,8 0.091 4.28 4.90 298.90 0.050 45.00 376.98
DE 5.7 22.8 0.096 4.51 1.52 92.72 0.061 54.72 174.75
Figiire 5.6
7\DDITI0N OF A LAPGE PAYLQAD TO THPEE SHIP TYPES
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dze of the si:55port parameters is crucial. Itiis is true because the
elative magnitude of the MtvF's for the four payload sirport parameters
'aries vdth the ship type. The conclusion is that the subsystem designer
an Adjust the support pcirameters of his design to produce a product




1. The f^^F for payload veight for hydrofoils and surface effect ships
cire of siFiiliar magnitude and sharply ijicrease vT.th increasina shJ.D
displacement. The size of the factors for Iiigh jierfonnance ships
is significantly larger than those of conventional displacement ships.
2. The rU'IF for "''anning for displacanent shJ-ps and hydrofoils are of
similicu: rnagnitude viiereas tlie ^tF for SES is significantly smaller.
The trends for each of the ship types match those of the 'HT for Fpace.
3. The f%-lF for Space tend to increase with increasing displacement for
i high performance ships and the factors for displacement ships
decrease slightly. The size of the factors for hydrofoils and
displacorent ships are similiar vhereas those factors for the FE?
are much smaller.
4. I'^F's for Electrical Po^«.'er increase ^dth increasing displacement
irregardless of ship type.
5. A subsystem's inpact on a specific ship is a function of the ship
t^'pe, the ship's size, and the relative size of the si^jport







This thesis has investiqated the cx^nponent and shin developrient
equences for several of the Ti.f. Navy's nen-.TSst crffnhatant ships. In
ddition, the subsystem selectjon/desicfn process vas studied to determine
orrent procedures vithin the ship desiqn ccmunity that vrould account
Dr the recent oroivth in the gravth in ship acquisition costs due to
i
he increasing inpact of subsystems. The follo^-ring conclusions are
ade vdth regard to the efforts discussed above:
(1) Off-the-shelf subsystems are selected by Ship Aoquj.sition
Managers to minimize the technical risk of the total ship
system. Therefore, since major subsystems are oorrrtonly
developed years prior to the ship on vhich the subsystem
vrill be utilized, the Ship /Acquisition f-lanager has no
impact on a subsystem's physical characteristics.
(2) The Subsystem /Acquisition ^''anager develcps equipments
many years earlier than the host ship and, therefore, has
little information available to assist him in determinina
optimum physical characteristics for the subsystem.
(3) Because Subsvstem Aorruisition Manaaers have a limited
background in naval architecture, tools such as ^targinal
Cost Factors are essential to assist Suh>system Designers
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in minimizinq the ship-impact costs of thoir product.
To aid Subsystem Designers in assessina the ship-irrpact costs of a
ubsystem as well as to provide the Ship Acquisition Managers with a tool
DT conducting tradeoff analyses, the remainder of this thesis was
svoted to developing Marginal Weight Factors for Hydrofoils and Surface
ffect Ships. These factors are intended to ocxrnlenent factors previously
svelqped for conventional displacearrent ships. The follo^djig conclusions
re made with regard to the factors developed for these high performance
lips:
(1) A subsystem's impact on a specific ship is a function of
the ship type, the ship's size, and the relative size of
the various support parameters that describe the subsystem.
(2) In general, the Marginal Weight Factors for high performance
ships are larger than those of carparablv sized conventional
displacement ships. A significant exception is the lo^.'er
j
f^WF for Space on Surface Fffeet Ships and Hydrofoils
indicating that these high performance ships are relatively
insensitive to changes in required space.
(3) For the specific baseline ships investioated , the ^^arginal
I^feight Factors for all four payload support parameters




During the process of developinq data for this thesis, it vas found
hat severed cureas oould not be adequately covered due to time and
jnding limitations. If further vr>rk in the area of Marginal Weight
!
actors for high performance ships is undertaken, the follcR^rmg
2cortnendations for additional study are suggested:
(1) Development of Marginal VTeight Factors for Small Waterplane
I
Area 1Vn.n Hull {SW^TH) ships.
(2) Use of the Synthesis section of HANDF to investigate the
linearity limits for the NVTF's of I!ydrofoils.
(3) Use of 7^PCJ6 to investigate the linearity limits for the
MWF's of Surface Fffect Ships.
(4) Preparation of Marginal Cost Factors as cost models for
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A. HANDE Initialization f^odule




II.A HA^^^)E Initialization Module
TTTPODCTCTIOM
The primary functions of the Initialization Module are to estiinate
thip size and to prepare data for use in the HMIDF Synthesis section if
io desired. The Initialization nodule accrrplishes its functions by
decking data provided by the designer for ooirpleteness and by calculating
I
jproximate ship configuration data. The output from Initialization may
e sufficient to conduct high level tradeoff studies. However, only the
ajor ship elenents are considered by this module.
The design calculations of the Initialization Module include the areas
f hull geonetry, hydrodynamics, propulsion, weights, and performance. The
alculations are based on enpirical and approximate theoretical methods,
n iterative process is used to ensure that the nevrly developed hydrofoil
esign vail meet specified performance and mission recaii renents
.
ESCPIPTION
7^- detailed flo?'' chart for the Initialization ^todule is sho^^'n in
igure II .A. 1. The sequence is briefly described belour.
(1) Following data checking, the characteristics of a reference
hull are calculated.
(2) The Military Payload T'^feiqht is an input to the program. The
iteration parameters are set in preparation for the main
































































































































weight if the designer has selected the mode v?herein
dynandc lift and fuel weight are to be calculated for a
given range. At thj.s point the iteration begins.
(3) If the designer has not elected to fix the ship size, the
hull and deck house sizes are calculated,
(4) The hydrodynaruc drag is calculated for both the foilbome
and hullbome propulsion systems. Either v^aterjet or
propeller systems may be considered. The drag, po?er and
specifj.c fuel oonsunption at the given range speeds are
calculated
,
(5) If the designer has not elected to fix the v/eight of fuel
available, the weight of fuel recfuired for the specified
range is calciiLated.
(6) The v^ights of various ship corrponents are calculated to the
first level of the Ship Vtork BreakdouTi Structure. These
include hull and deck house, propulsion and electric olants,
auxiliary systems, outfit and furnishings, and weight margins,
(7) The lightship veight is calculated by sumning the weights
of the various shin components. The full loads are




(8) If the designer has selected the mode vjhich fixed
dynamic lift, the vjeight of fuel available is calculated.
The full loads are recalculated usino this updated fuel
weight.
(9) The full load v^eight, foil/strut buoyancy, and dynamic
lift are then calculated. This concludes the Ceilculations
of the design iteration loop.
The dynariic lift and lightship weight are checked fron iteration to
Iteration. T-Jhen no significant changes in these tvo parameters occur
Ln two successive iterations, the design has converged and the follo^ong
:;cLlculations are made.
(a) If range is not fixed by the designer, the range is
calculated for foilbome and hullbome operating conditions,
(b) Foil/Strut system parameters are calculated in accordance
with the designers option.
(c) The volume required is calculated based on ship veight,
mission duration, horsepc^oer reouired, payload items, and
crev^ size.
(d) The output as specified by the designer is printed.
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A suttmary of the v^eight estinviting relation55hips used by the H?M5F
Initializatin Module is provided below:
(1) V^.lOO = f (Total Ship Volume)
(2) I'K:;.200 = f (Required Horse Power)
(3) vr7.300 = f (Installed KW)
(4) V1G.A00 = f (Total Ship Voluire) + Fixed Navigation ^feiaht +
Input Military Payload.
(5) wn.SXX = f (Ibtal Ship Volume, Crew Size)
(6) 1^.567 = f (Full Load Dynamic Lift)
(7) vr..600 = f (IVDtal Ship Volume, Crew Size)
(8) VX;.700 = Designer's Input
(9) CREW & EFFECTS = f (Cretv Size)
(10) A^1MUNITI0N = Designer's Input
(11) PROVISIONS = f (Crew Size, Mission Duration)
(12) FRESH VF'TER = f (Crev-^ Size)
(13) FUEL = f (Required Range, Speed, Engine Characteristics)
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\CCURACY OF INITIALIZATIGSI ^T)DULE
A key question that had to be settled VTas, "T«7hat is the accuracy of
I
the ship design produced by the Initialization oorpared to the v^eight of
the ship produced by the Synthesis f'todiiLe"? Due to the level of detail
iddressed by the J^^thesis section, it is felt that the Synthesis output
should be judged "correct" and any deviations be adjudged an "error".
To investigate the accuracy of the Initialization Module, three of
Jie hydrofoil baselines used for this thesis vTere subjected to perturbations
I
Ln cargo weight. The baselines were then redesigned using both the
fnitialization Module and the Synthesis Section. The output from HANDE is
shon in Tables II.A. 1, II.A. 2, and II.A. 3.
The results indicate that for the 300 ton hydrofoil (30BL)
,
[nitialization overestiinates the full load displacement by 15 tons or is
In error by +5%. For the 1300 ton hydrofoil (120BL) , Initialization
mderestimated the full load displacement by 67 tons or is in error by
-5%. Finally, for the 2600 ton vehicle (240BL) , Initialization
anderestimates the full load displacement by 348 tons or is in error by
-12%. Because the Initialization Module uses linear parametric relations,
±e results described above shDud be expected since the actual values
:an vary on either side of the linearization. In addition, HANDE was
developed to design hydrofoils with displacements belo^r 3000 tons;
Jierefore, the largest errors can be expected as designs approach this
ooint.




























































































































































































































































































































































accurate full load displacement and oorrejiponding weight groi:p surtmary, a
question still renvained as to v.i^ether or not Initialization was suitable
for generating marginal weight factors. That is, even though the weights
produced by Initialization 2ire accurate, "Is the difference between the
Daseline veilues and the perturbation due to the addition of cargo vreight
produced by Initialization, accurate when oorpared to a sindliar change
produced by Synthesis"? The column labeled "ERPDR IN DIFF." in Tables
ri.A.l, II.A. 2, and II. A. 3 attempts to answer this question.
As discussed in C3Tapter 2, marginal weight factors aure determined
Dy dividing the net change in weight by the amount that the support
parameter is varied. Table II.A. 4 provides a summary of the marginal
/reight factors for the three baselines for cargo weight variation.
Table II.A.
4
MWF for Cargo l^ight Variation
SYOTHESIS INITIAIjIZATION
SHIP MWF MI"JF ERROR % ERPOR
30RT. 1.71 1.64 - 0.07 - 4 %
120BL 2.45 2.48 + 0.03 + 1 %
240BL 3.75 2.45 - 1.30 -35 %
The Initialization Module of IWTOE does give accurate results for
hydrofoil designs below 1500 tons. Above this displacement, however.
Initialization's accuracy becomes increasingly poor as the ship's size
approaches 3000 tons. Initialization tends to underestjjnate W.GRP.IOO,
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